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Objective: Assessment of patients’ and their significant others’ (SOs’) views of receiving a 

diagnosis of a developmental disorder, namely attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 

autism spectrum disorder (ASD), or Tourette’s syndrome (TS), in adulthood.

Method: One to three years after clinical examination and diagnosis, a questionnaire was sent 

to 225 consecutive patients.

Results: One hundred twenty-one patients responded (53.7%). The number of ASD patients 

in contact with habilitation services and with independent living had increased, as also had the 

number of ADHD patients receiving medication. The patients and SO expressed satisfaction 

with the diagnostic process.

Conclusion: ADHD or ASD diagnoses received in adulthood did not, in the patients’ opinion, 

have a great impact in a 1- to 3-year perspective. However, since a large number of the responding 

patients as well as SOs were positive to the examination as such, it is suggested that the so-called 

neuropsychiatric diagnostic procedure may lead to rapport and thus understanding of psychiatric 

patients, irrespective of diagnosis. The low number of respondents is an indication that mailed 

questionnaires may not be the optimal method to follow-up the impact of the developmental 

disorder diagnosis in these patients. There are also difficulties regarding the choice of a relevant 

control group and regarding measurement of patients’ opinions.

Significant outcomes: According to the patients themselves, rather small changes were 

brought about by receiving an ADHD or ASD diagnosis in adulthood. Patients who were 

assigned an ADHD or ASD diagnosis were more satisfied with the diagnostic procedure and 

its consequences than the reference group, consisting of patients who were examined, but did 

not meet the criteria for an ADHD, ASD, or TS  diagnosis. Patients and SOs had a positive view 

of the assessment procedure.

Limitations: Forty-six percent of the included patients did not respond. The reference group 

was a diagnostically heterogeneous group of patients, most of whom had severe mental disor-

ders. The availability of services may be a confounding factor, influencing the patients’ views 

of the present situation and the benefit of the diagnosis. There was no questionnaire given to 

the patients at baseline, and the mailed questionnaire had not been validated. Considering that 

every patient or SO answered several questions, the differences at P = 0.05 may not actually be 

significant if corrected for multiple comparisons.

Keywords: attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorder, adults,  assessment, 

follow-up
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Introduction
The adult features of certain developmental disorders – 

 particularly attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 

autism spectrum disorders (ASD), and, to some extent, 

Tourette’s syndrome (TS) – have been elucidated in  several 

studies in recent years. These studies have often been based 

on longitudinal follow-up of the course and  description 

of outcome in young adult age of cases diagnosed in 

childhood.

As for ADHD, it is now well established that symptoms 

and/or impairment in a substantial group of affected children 

will persist into adulthood.1–5 Psychiatric syndromes, such as 

antisocial personality disorder, mood and anxiety disorders, 

and substance/alcohol dependence, often emerge in these 

patients from adolescence onward.6,7 Social, educational, 

and occupational performance is very often compromised 

in these individuals.2,3,8 Against this background, it is not 

surprising that ADHD is now increasingly diagnosed in adults 

who seek psychiatric services and/or who have substance/

alcohol dependence problems.9–13

For patients diagnosed with autistic disorder in 

 childhood, outcome in adulthood has been generally 

described as gloomy.14–17 However, as the concept of the 

autism spectrum has evolved, less severely impaired cases 

have been included in the studied patient cohorts. Studies 

including more  high-functioning ASD patients have revealed 

that the outcome of around one-third, or even more, can be 

described as ‘fair’ or ‘good’.17–20 Adults with ASD seem 

to be at risk for severe motor disorder21 and psychiatric 

illness.22–24

As diagnostic criteria have been broadened to include 

spectrum disorders,25 interest has grown regarding the 

 possibility to diagnose also ASD in adult individuals. A few 

studies of the frequency of ADHD and ASD in groups of 

adult psychiatric patients have been done, pointing to the 

possibility that many patients treated under other diag-

nostic labels have persistent ADHD8,9 or, albeit to a lesser 

extent, ASD as an underlying disorder,26 but that these 

developmental disorders often have not been recognized in 

adult psychiatry.

When adult patients are examined for disorders that have 

been persisting from early childhood, family members or 

significant others (SOs) usually, if possible, are involved in 

the diagnostic procedure. Individuals with ADHD or ASD 

often seem to be more dependent on their families well into 

adulthood than persons without developmental disorders. 

Several studies have pointed out the burden of caregivers of 

children with ADHD or ASD,27–31 but to our knowledge, no 

studies have been performed of the family burden caused by 

these disorders in adults.

Since it has been assumed that adults with undiagnosed 

ADHD, ASD, or TS would benefit from a well-substantiated 

diagnosis and that diagnosis would lead to more effective 

treatment and better services offered, diagnostic services 

for persisting developmental disorders in adult patients have 

been established in many psychiatric clinics. However, so far 

little is known about whether or not the diagnosis of ADHD 

or ASD leads to any positive changes in the daily life for the 

affected adult. In one Swedish study comprising 20 adults 

with ADHD or ASD completing a questionnaire at least 

1 year after diagnosis,32 it was concluded that these patients 

had considerable but unmet needs for support. Getting 

a diagnostic label indicating a developmental disorder 

may not be uncontroversial for the patient; a negative bias 

against the ADHD diagnosis has been found among college 

students,33 and in two small studies, some of the patients 

with diagnosed ASD were negative to or felt stigmatized 

by this label.34,35

Aims
This study is an effort to assess effects of a neuropsychiatric 

examination and an ADHD, ASD, or TS diagnosis on the 

 further treatment and social adaptation of adult patients, 

 testing the hypothesis that a diagnosis of any of these 

 disorders would lead to positive changes and be of greater 

benefit to the patient than not getting any of these diagnos-

tic labels. We wanted to explore how patients experienced 

receiving a diagnosis which often ‘explained’ many years 

of adaptive difficulties. Since several of the patients were 

dependent on support from their families and since family 

members often were involved in the diagnostic procedure, 

we were also interested in whether SOs were satisfied with 

the result of the assessment.

Research ethics
The study was approved by the Committee for Research 

 Ethics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Lund. The patients 

were informed about the aims and methods of the study by 

letter, and they signed a written consent to participate.

Material and methods
The Neuropsychiatric Diagnostic Team (NDT) for adults in 

Lund was established in 1998 as part of the adult  psychiatric 

clinic at the University Hospital of Lund, Sweden. The 

team’s remit was to diagnose or exclude ADHD, ASD, or 

TS in adults where this question had been raised. The staff 
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consisted of one psychiatrist and one neuropsychologist, 

both with expert knowledge of ADHD and ASD. The diag-

nostic procedure of the NDT was clinically orientated and 

adapted to the individual cases, always including extensive 

history-taking and clinical assessment by both profession-

als. In most cases, neuropsychological testing (77.5%) 

and collateral interviews (78.4%) were performed. As a 

final step in the diagnostic procedure, test results, clinical 

impressions, and diagnostic considerations were discussed 

with the patient. Consensus on the description of develop-

ment and functioning and thus on diagnosis was generally 

achieved.

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 

Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) diagnostic criteria25 for ADHD, 

TS, and ASD (autistic disorder, Asperger’s syndrome, and 

pervasive  developmental disorder-not otherwise specified) 

were used, except in the case of Asperger’s syndrome for 

which Gillberg and Gillberg’s criteria36 were used. Cases 

meeting  criteria both for Gillberg and Gillberg’s Asperger’s 

syndrome and autistic disorder were assigned the latter 

diagnosis. One of four main diagnostic group categories was 

arrived at in all cases: no diagnosis of ADHD, ASD, or TS, 

or ADHD, ASD, or TS, respectively, as main diagnosis.

After assessment and diagnosis, the patients were referred 

back to their referring clinics (mostly adult psychiatry or 

general practice) or to the habilitation services.

The follow-up study comprised 231 patients, 141 (61%) 

men and 90 (39%) women, consecutively seen by the NDT 

from the start until August 31, 2001. Patient age range was 

18–60 (mean 31.4) years at the time of assessment by the 

NDT. A majority (90%) of the patients had been previously 

treated in child and/or adult psychiatry and 70% had been 

diagnosed with psychiatric or developmental disorders 

(16.5%), the latter mostly mental retardation. Four cases 

had childhood diagnoses of ASD which were confirmed. 

Fourteen cases with childhood diagnoses of ADHD or similar 

disorders were diagnosed as ADHD in eight cases and ASD 

in four cases while two cases were not found to meet criteria 

for ADHD or ASD. One patient with a former TS diagnosis 

was diagnosed with comorbid ADHD.

Eighty-five patients had been found by the NDT to meet 

criteria for ADHD and 63 for ASD. Two patients had only TS, 

while three patients with ADHD and two with ASD had TS 

as a comorbidity. Among the patients with ADHD, none met 

criteria for any ASD. In the ASD group, some patients had 

attention problems, but none in this group met full criteria 

for ADHD. In 81 (35%) patients, a diagnosis of ADHD, ASD, 

or TS had not been confirmed.

The latter group is used as reference group in the 

follow-up study, since the aim was to investigate the impact 

only of the confirmed ADHD, ASD, or TS diagnosis.

For the follow-up study, one questionnaire containing 

32 questions for patients37and one with 21 questions for 

SOs38 were constructed. Some questions concerning work, 

 housing, economy, and treatment were formulated to compare 

with baseline data collected at assessment. Other questions 

concerned satisfaction with the diagnostic evaluation and 

with different aspects of life circumstances after diagnosis 

and was rated on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (totally). 

The patients were asked to perform a self-assessment, and 

the SOs were asked to assess the patient using the Global 

Assessment of Functioning (GAF) scale.25 The questionnaires 

were completed anonymously, using code numbers, and col-

lected by a researcher (SJ) who had not been involved in the 

diagnostic assessment.

The questionnaires were distributed by mail to all patients 

who were alive and had a registered address (n = 225). 

The patients were contacted 12–44 months after the 

neuropsychiatric assessment. The SO questionnaires were 

sent out only after obtaining the patients’ written permission 

for contact. See Figure 1 for study design and procedure.

statistical methods
P , 0.05 was used as a minimum significance level in com-

parisons of results between groups. SPSS (version 15.0; SPSS 

Inc., Chicago, IL) independent samples t-test was used.

Results
At follow-up, four patients, all male, had died at the age of 

25–43 years. Three of these (one with ASD and two in the 

‘no new diagnosis’ group) had committed suicide by violent 

means. The fourth person, who had ADHD and TS, died from 

intoxication. In this case, suicide was not confirmed.

response and nonresponse
Two individuals had moved abroad and left no forwarding 

addresses. Thus, the questionnaire was distributed to 

225 persons of whom 121 (53.7%) responded. Response 

frequency varied between the diagnostic groups, with 42% 

in the ‘no new diagnosis’ group and 66% in the ASD group 

(P , 0.001). Of the responders, 85 patients (70.2%) allowed 

contact with a named SO (in one case, two persons). A ques-

tionnaire was thus sent to 86 SOs, and SOs of 60 patients 

(27% of the 225; 70% of those contacted) responded. Age 

range, gender, cognitive level, and anamnestic alcohol and/

or substance dependence/abuse of the patient group and of 
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N = 231
Mean age 31.4
MR: 31 (13.7%)
M: 141 (61%)

N = 225

N = 78 N = 83 N = 62

N = 18 N = 35 N = 32

N = 15 N = 24 N = 21

N = 2

Mean age 31.5
MR: 31 (13.8%)
M: 136 (60%)
F: 89 (40%)

No ADHD/ASD/TS ADHD (incl 3 TS) ASD (incl 2 TS) TS

4 M dead (3 suicide, 1 intox)
1 M, 1 F: no address

Responders:
N = 33 (42 %)

Questionnaire, with respondent’s permission, sent to significant other: 

Responders:

(two SOs for one resp)

N = 2 (100%)N = 41 (66 %)N = 45 (54%)

(one not included)

Figure 1 study design.
Abbreviations: ADhD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autistic spectrum disorder; TS, Tourette’s syndrome; MR, mental retardation; SO, significant other.

Table 1 Characteristics of eligible patients (n = 225): age, gender, MR, and S/A abuse

Diagnosis ADHD ASD TS No  
ADHD/ASD/TS

Total

n 83 62 2 78 225
Age, mean (sD) 32.3 (9.3) 30.4 (9.8) 27.5 (3.5) 31.6 (11.4) 31.5 (10.2)
Male, n (%) 47 (57) 43 (69) 2 (100) 44 (57) 136 (60)
Female, n (%) 36 (43) 19 (31) 0 34 (43) 89 (40)
Mr, n (%) 10 (12) 15 (24) 0 6 (7.7) 31 (13.8)
S/A abuse, n (%) 33 (39.8) 2 (3.2) 1 (50.0) 8 (10.3) 44 (19.6)

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autistic spectrum disorder; MR, mental retardation; S/A abuse, substance and/or alcohol abuse;  
TS, Tourette’s syndrome.

Table 2 Characteristics of responders (n = 121): age, gender, MR, S/A abuse, mean follow-up time (months)

Diagnosis ADHD ASD TS No  
ADHD/ASD/TS

Total

N (%) 45 (54) 41 (66) 2 (100) 33 (42) 121 (53.7)
Age, mean (sD) 32.0 (8.1) 29.6 (9.4) 27.5 (3.5) 35.2 (12.5) 32.0 (10)
Male, n (%) 22 (49) 26 (63) 2 (100) 13 (39) 63 (52)
Female, n (%) 23 (51) 15 (37) 0 20 (61) 58 (48)
Mr, n (%) 7(15.5) 11 (26.8) 0 3 (9) 21 (17.4)
S/A abuse, n 17 (37.8) 0 (0) 1 (50) 3 (9) 21 (17.4)
Follow-up time 30.3 28.7 40.5 32.8 30.6

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autistic spectrum disorder; MR, mental retardation; S/A abuse, substance and/or alcohol abuse;  
SD, standard deviation; TS, Tourette’s syndrome.
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the responders can be seen in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 

Data on the responding SOs are shown in Table 3.

There was no significant difference in age or follow-up 

time between responders and nonresponders on the whole 

or in the ASD group. Responders with no new diagnosis 

tended to be significantly older than nonresponders, and 

nonresponders with ADHD tended to be those more recently 

evaluated. The responder group contained more women and 

more patients with mental retardation. The most common 

pre-evaluation diagnostic groups (affective disorders and 

developmental disorders) appeared in the same frequency 

among the responders and the nonresponders.

It must be noted that not every patient or SO had 

responded to every question. For example, very few correct 

GAF self-evaluations had been made so this measure was 

not meaningful to include in the study. Since the TS group 

contained only two persons, their follow-up data were not 

included in the tables.

Changes from baseline to follow-up
Changes in housing, maintenance, medication, and  contacts 

with health care and habilitation services in the three 

 diagnostic groups can be seen in Tables 4–6.

The greatest changes were an increase in the rate of 

 independent living in the ASD group, an increase in the 

number of persons of ADHD receiving treatment with 

psychotropic medication, and an increase in the number of 

persons receiving habilitation services in both groups. There 

was a decrease in the number of persons in contact with 

health care in the group with ‘no new diagnosis’. In all three 

groups, the number of persons maintaining themselves on 

work (full-time or part-time) was small, with no significant 

changes from baseline to follow-up.

Patients’ satisfaction with life circumstances  
and with the diagnostic procedure
Patients’ opinions on their housing, way of maintenance, 

work, treatment contacts, and their overall satisfaction with 

their life situation, as well as their opinions on the diagnos-

tic procedure and its consequences, were collected only at 

follow-up. The mean values of their scores, as well as the 

response frequency for the different questions, can be seen 

in Tables 4–6.

Patients with ‘no new diagnosis’, n = 33,  
response frequency 42% (Table 4)
This group had in common that they had been referred (or had 

referred themselves) to the NDT on account of a suspicion of 

ADHD, ASD, or TS. Persons with extensive psychiatric histo-

ries as well as a few individuals with only minor impairments 

are included in the group. Except for the decrease in health care 

contacts, no significant changes were reported by this group. 

The group is used as a comparison group for the patients’ 

opinions collected with the follow-up questionnaires.

Table 3 Characteristics of patients and sO

Diagnosis No ADHD/ASD/TS ADHD ASD Total

n 11 28 20 59
Age, mean (sD) 31.4 (10.4) 31.0 (7.4) 31.7 (10.8) 31.2 (9.0)
Male, n (%) 5 (45.5) 15 (53.6) 13 (65.0) 33 (55.9)
Female, n (%) 6 (54.5) 13 (46.4) 7 (35.0) 26 (44.1)
Mr, n (%) 2 (18.2) 6 (21.4) 5 (25.0) 13 (22.0)
S/A abuse, n (%) 0 12 (42.9) 0 12 (20.3)
Follow-up time 30.6 29.7 29.0 29.7
Neuropsych tested, n1 7 26 19 52
Collateral interview, n2 10 24 18 52
P: usefulness;3 mean (n) 3.22 (9) 4.07 (28) 4.39 (18)* –
P: pos change;4 mean (n) 2.27 (11) 3.15 (27) 3.56 (18)* –
SOs/parents 10 17 16 43
SOs/siblings 1 1 1 3
SOs/partners 0 10 1 11
SOs/other 0 1 2 3
SOs/total 11 295 20 60

Notes: Diagnostic groups, age, gender, MR, S/A abuse, mean follow-up time (months) of patients; neuropsychological testings and collateral interviews performed; patients’ 
opinions on usefulness and positive change after evaluation/diagnosis; characteristics of SO. 1Neuropsychological testing performed by the NDT (two were never tested, 
and five had been tested before the NDT evaluation); 2Collateral interview performed by the NDT; (in 7 cases, this had not been possible at the time of the evaluation.);  
3P: usefulness indicates patients’ opinions on usefulness of evaluation/diagnosis, scale 1 (not at all) to 5 (totally); 4P: pos change indicates patients’ opinions on positive 
change after evaluation/diagnosis, scale 1 (not at all) to 5 (totally); 5One person in the ADhD group had two persons answering the questionnaire, a parent and the partner. 
*Significantly higher than the ‘No ADHD/ASD/TS’ group, 95% CI.
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autistic spectrum disorder; CI, confidence interval; MR, mental retardation; NDT, Neuropsychiatric 
Diagnosis Team; S/A abuse, substance and/or alcohol abuse; SOs, significant others; TS, Tourette’s syndrome.
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Patients with ADhD, n = 45,  
response frequency 54% (Table 5)
No significant changes had occurred regarding independent 

living, work income, or health care contacts. Fewer than one-

third of the ADHD patients had income from work, while 

almost three-quarters lived independently. At baseline, 15 per-

sons received pharmacological treatment, while at follow-up, 

28 persons were treated. Several new treatments were with 

stimulants (11 patients). Eight persons had contacts with 

habilitation services at follow-up compared to 4 at baseline.

ADHD patients rated their satisfaction with housing, 

income, work situation, and treatment contacts as very 

slightly above 3 (moderate), with no significant  differences 

compared to ASD patients or patients with ‘no new  

diagnosis’.

Patients with ADHD gave high ratings (above 4 on a 

scale from 1 to 5) for correctness of diagnosis, usefulness of 

the evaluation, and professionalism of the team. Usefulness 

of the evaluation was, not surprisingly, given significantly 

Table 4 Responders with no ADHD/ASD/TS diagnosis (n = 33)

Baseline Follow-up

independent living (%) 26 (78.8) 23 (69.7)
satisfaction with dwelling (mean)1  
n = 32

– 3.78

Work income (%) 8 (24.3) 10 (30.3)
satisfaction with income (mean)1  
n = 33

– 2.85

satisfaction with daily occupation  
(mean)1 n = 29

– 2.97

Treated in adult psychiatry  
before evaluation (%)

27 (81.8) –

No contact with psychiatry  
before evaluation (%)

3 (9.1) –

Medication (%) 14 (42.4) 15 (45.4)
health care (%) 28 (84.8) 20 (60.6)
habilitation service contact (%) 1 (3.0) 0
Satisfaction with treatment/support  
(mean)1 n = 21

– 3.19

Usefulness of evaluation (mean)1  
n = 28

– 2.82

Professionalism of evaluation (mean)1  
n = 29

– 3.69

Positive change in life (mean)1 n = 32 – 2.06
Negative change in life (mean)1  
n = 25

– 1.40

Change in social relations (mean)1  
n = 32

– 3.50

Did you get help as expected (mean)1  
n = 29

– 2.31

satisfaction with present situation (mean)1  
n = 29

– 3.00

Notes: 1scale 1–5 (1 = not at all, 2 = not very much, 3 = moderately/no change,  
4 = to a great extent, 5 = totally)
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autistic 
spectrum disorder; TS, Tourette’s syndrome.

Table 5 responders with ADhD (n = 45)

Baseline Follow-up

independent living (%) 33 (73.3) 33 (73.3)
satisfaction with dwelling (mean)1 n = 41 – 3.98
Work income (%) 12 (26.6) 13 (28.9)
satisfaction with income (mean)1  
n = 40

– 3.28

satisfaction with daily occupation (mean)1  
n = 41

– 3.39

Treated in adult psychiatry before  
evaluation (%)

34 (75.6) –

No contact with psychiatry before  
evaluation (%)

4 (8.9) –

Medication (%) 15 (33.3) 28 (62.2)
stimulant medication (%) 0 (0) 11 (24.4)
health care (%) 31 (68.9) 32 (71.1)
habilitation service contact (%) 4 (8.9) 8 (17.8)
Satisfaction with treatment/support (mean)1  
n = 35

– 3.40

Correct diagnosis (mean)1 n = 41 – 4.27
Usefulness of evaluation (mean)1  
n = 44

– 4.11*

Professionalism of evaluation (mean)1  
n = 44

– 4.23*

Positive change in life (mean)1 n = 44 – 3.14*

Negative change in life (mean)1 n = 39 – 1.74

Change in social relations (mean)1 n = 43 – 3.51
Did you get help as expected (mean)1  
n = 40

– 2.70

satisfaction with present situation (mean)1  
n = 43

– 3.58*

Notes: 1scale 1–5 (1 = not at all, 2 = not very much, 3 = moderately/no change,  
4 = to a great extent, 5 = totally). *Significant difference (95% CI) compared to the 
‘no new diagnosis’ group. 
Abbreviation: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.

higher ratings by patients receiving an ADHD diagnosis 

than by patients receiving ‘no new diagnosis’. ADHD 

patients also rated the positive change resulting from the 

evaluation significantly higher than the ‘no new diagnosis’ 

group, while they did not differ significantly from the latter 

group regarding their opinion on whether they had received 

the help they had hoped for. They rated their satisfaction 

with their life situation as a whole at slightly above 3  

(moderate).

responders with AsD, n = 41, response frequency 
66% (Table 6)
Regarding maintenance, medication, and health care contacts, 

almost no changes had occurred in the ASD group. The rate 

of independent living had increased from one-third to just 

over one-half of the individuals (P , 0.05), even if this rate 

is still lower than in any of the other groups. The number 

of persons with contact with habilitation services had more 

than doubled.
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ASD patients rated usefulness and positive effects of the 

evaluation significantly higher than the ‘no new  diagnosis’ 

group. The ASD group, not unexpectedly, had the  lowest 

rating for positive change in social contacts at  follow-up. 

ASD patients felt significantly more positive than the ‘no 

new diagnosis’ group for having been given the help they 

hoped to get, even if the mean value for this rating in the ASD 

group was only slightly above 3. They rated their satisfaction 

with their life situation significantly higher than the ‘no new 

diagnosis’ group.

responders with Ts, n = 2,  
response frequency 100%
The two male TS patients rated all opinion questions at 3 or 

above. On the scale of 1–5, they gave ratings of 4 or above for 

their satisfaction with housing, income, and work as well as 

for correctness of diagnosis, usefulness, and professionalism 

of the evaluation.

sO (Table 7)
Of the 86 SO questionnaires mailed, 61 (70.5%) were 

returned. One was excluded since it did not contain answers 

to the questions. In one case, two SOs responded (Figure 1). 

Of the total number of patients included, we were thus able to 

get responses from SOs in 27%. The SOs of ADHD patients 

were parents (59%) or partners (34%), while the SOs of ASD 

patients were primarily parents (80%) and only in one case 

(5%) a partner: This reflects that of all the patients with ASD, 

93% had always been single, while this was the case for 49% 

of the ADHD group.

Table 6 responders with AsD (n = 41)

Baseline Follow-up

independent living (%) 14 (34.1) 22 (53.7)
satisfaction with dwelling (mean)1 n = 39 – 4.36
Work income (%) 7 (17.1) 7 (17.1)
satisfaction with income (mean)1 n = 35 – 3.66*
satisfaction with daily occupation (mean)1  
n = 35

– 3.43

Treated in adult psychiatry before  
evaluation (%)

28 (68.3) –

No contact with psychiatry before  
evaluation (%)

7 (17.1) –

Medication (%) 21 (51.2) 20 (48.8)
health care (%) 30 (73.2) 29 (70.7)
habilitation service contact (%) 9 (22.0) 20 (48.8)
Satisfaction with treatment/support (mean)1  
n = 29

– 3.66

Correct diagnosis (mean)1 n = 34 – 3.85

Usefulness of evaluation (mean)1 n = 40 – 4.05*

Professionalism of evaluation (mean)1 n = 41 – 4.10

Positive change in life (mean)1 n = 40 – 3.15*

Negative change in life (mean)1 n = 38 – 1.68

Change in social relations (mean)1 n = 38 – 3.21

Did you get help as expected (mean)1 n = 39 – 3.21*
satisfaction with present situation (mean)1  
n = 39

– 3.62*

Notes: 1scale 1–5 (1 = not at all/much worse, 2 = not very much/worse,  
3 = moderately/no change, 4 = to a great extent/better, 5 = totally/much better). 
*Significant difference (95% CI) compared to the ‘no new diagnosis’ group. 
Abbreviations: AsD, autistic spectrum disorder.

ASD patients rated their satisfaction with housing, 

income, occupation, and treatment higher than any of the 

other two groups, but the difference was significant only 

for income in comparison with the ‘no new diagnosis’ 

group.

Table 7 SOs’ opinions, numbered as questions in questionnaire

Diagnosis No ADHD/ASD/TS (n = 11) ADHD (n = 28) ASD (n = 20)

2. Accuracy of diagnosis (n) 2.90 (10) 4.24 (29)* 4.50 (20)*
3. Usefulness of evaluation (n) 2.40 (10) 3.69 (29)* 4.20 (20)*
4. Quality (n) 3.50 (10) 3.93 (29)† 4.80 (20)*,†

8. Change in life situation (n) 2.44 (9) 3.74 (27)* 4.10 (20)*
9. Change in social relations (n) 3.11 (9) 3.71 (28) 4.00 (19)*
11. Occupation adequate (n) 2.38 (8) 3.08 (26) 3.25 (20)
13. housing adequate (n) 3.27 (11) 4.24 (29) 3.80 (20)
14. Change pract needs (n) 2.70 (10) 2.86 (28) 2.55 (20)
15. Change emot needs (n) 2.80 (10) 3.07 (27) 2.55 (20)
16. sO burden, practical (n) 3.36 (11) 2.59 (27) 2.60 (20)
17. sO burden emotional (n) 3.73 (11) 3.07 (28) 3.20 (20)
18. Change service cont (n) 3.09 (11) 3.52 (27) 4.00 (19)*
19. Adequate help (n) 2.73 (11) 3.08 (25) 3.40 (20)
gAF – 2 weeks (n) 61.6 (9) 71.1 (23) 67.4 (19)
gAF – year (n) 58.7 (9) 69.8 (24) 63.2 (19)

Notes: Family burden, practical: parents (n = 42): 2.83; partners (n = 10): 2.70. Family burden, emotional: parents (n = 43): 3.33; partners (n = 10): 3.20. scale 1–5 (1 = not 
at all/much worse, 2 = not very much/worse, 3 = moderately/no change, 4 = to a great extent/better, 5 = totally/much better). Questions 8, 9, 14, 15, and 18: change after 

evaluation/diagnosis. *Significant difference (95% CI) to the ‘No ADHD/ASD/TS’ group; †Significant difference (95% CI) between ADHD and ASD group. 
Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autistic spectrum disorder; CI, confidence interval; GAF, Global Assessment of Functioning scale; SO, 
significant others; TS, Tourette’s syndrome.
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The opinions of the SOs are shown in Table 7. The 

SOs of the ASD and ADHD groups rated the accuracy of 

diagnosis, usefulness of the assessment, and positive change 

in life situation significantly higher than the SOs of the ‘no 

new diagnosis’ group. The SOs of the ASD group gave the 

 quality of the examination a significantly higher rating than 

the SOs of the ADHD and ‘no new diagnosis’ group, and 

they noted a more positive change in the patients’ relations 

and contacts with services.

There were no significant differences across the diagnostic 

groups in family burden. The SOs indicated the emotional 

burden inflicted by the patient’s disorder as heavier than the 

practical burden. GAF ratings were lowest in the ‘no new 

diagnosis’ group and highest in the ADHD group.

Discussion
In many psychiatric clinics, specialized diagnostic  services 

for adults with suspected ADHD or ASD have been organized, 

since it has been assumed that diagnosing these disorders, 

persisting from childhood, in adults is generally beneficial. 

However, the patients’ and their SOs’ experiences of receiv-

ing a diagnosis of ADHD or ASD in adulthood has, with one 

exception32 where patients’ opinions on access to adequate 

services was measured, not been investigated. This study 

attempted to do this in a large group of patients, but encoun-

tered certain difficulties.

The study comprised a group of 231 consecutive 

patients, of whom 19 (8%) had earlier diagnoses of ASD, 

ADHD equivalents, or TS, who were neuropsychiatrically 

examined and diagnosed by the first two authors, and who 

where assigned either a developmental disorder diagnosis 

(ADHD, ASD, or TS) or no such diagnosis. The latter group 

was chosen as control group since the aims of the study were 

to examine the consequences of getting a developmental 

 disorder diagnosis in adulthood versus not getting one of 

these diagnostic labels. The individuals in each diagnostic 

group were not matched with individuals in the ‘no new 

diagnosis’ group. In addition, the ‘no new diagnosis’ group 

by definition was qualitatively different from the groups that 

met diagnostic criteria. It is thus questionable if the groups 

can be compared. However, it is difficult to find a compa-

rable group since there are no waiting lists with undiagnosed 

patients certain to get a diagnosis later.

The questionnaire, which was mailed to the partici-

pants, was constructed for this study and thus not validated 

since the questions were either about patients’ opinions or 

about facts such as medication, contact with services, or  

housing.

The response frequency at follow-up after 12–44 months 

among the patients and SOs in this study was low, from 

42% in the ‘no new diagnosis’ group to 66% in the ASD 

group. One reason for this may have been that the question-

naire was difficult to comprehend or demanded too much 

 sustained attention. Psychiatric patients and particularly 

those with ADHD, a diagnosis associated with impairments 

in sustained attention, persistence, and purposefulness, 

may find a 32-item questionnaire too demanding. A similar 

low-response frequency (53% of ADHD patients and 75% 

of ASD patients) was encountered in an earlier, smaller, 

 Swedish follow-up study,32 even though the questionnaire 

in that study was considerably shorter. A questionnaire with 

more open-ended qualitative questions may yield interest-

ing and unexpected answers, but, in this patient group with 

serious executive problems, may not raise the response rate. 

Personal interviews of patients and SOs may be a method 

that would gain a higher number of responders but is very 

resource consuming. In this study, the SOs were contacted 

only after written permission was given by the patient to do 

so, and the number of responding SOs was thus even lower 

than the number of responding patients.

The low-response frequencies, together with the rather 

broad questions on opinions in the questionnaires, make this 

study more of a contribution to a methodological  discussion 

and an illustration of the difficulties encountered in the 

follow-up of diagnostic services than an argument for or 

against diagnosing persisting developmental disorders in 

adulthood. It is a common assumption that receiving a well-

substantiated diagnosis is beneficial for the individual, but 

this assumption may not be so easy to affirm. It is essential to 

evaluate psychiatric treatments and services, but in the case of 

diagnostic services, methods for evaluation are scarce. Rather 

than systematic research, the data generated by this study 

represent an attempt at and proposal for clinical audit.

The follow-up times varied from 1 to almost 4 years, 

and it can be argued that this is a short time to follow up 

the effects on the life circumstances of an adult of getting a 

diagnostic label on a life-long disorder which has not recently 

stricken but pervasively affected the person’s life since early 

 childhood. One able and verbal adult with ASD has described 

in her self-biography that it may be a time-consuming 

 process to adjust to a diagnosis with a connotation of serious 

disability.38 In addition, of course many factors other than a 

diagnostic label may affect a person’s life circumstances.

One of the most conspicuous changes reported by the 

patients was the increase in independent living in the ASD 

group; however, the mean age of the ASD group was lower 
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than that of the other two groups, and the mean age of the 

persons having moved to independent living at follow-up 

(24.2 years) was significantly lower than the mean age of 

those not having moved (31.5 years) in this group. The moves 

may thus in many cases have been motivated by the persons 

getting older and moving away from their parents. The change 

in medication – more stimulant medication in the ADHD 

group – was expected, since there is evidence for the efficacy 

of this treatment in ADHD in adults39 and stimulant treat-

ment is becoming increasingly common in adult psychiatry. 

It was also expected that more patients in the ADHD and, 

especially, the ASD group would get habilitation services 

after getting diagnoses.

In the ADHD, as well as the ASD group, patients gave 

positive ratings for correctness of diagnosis, which  probably 

was an effect of the time taken to arrive at  diagnostic 

 consensus including the patient. ADHD and ASD patients and 

their SOs gave high ratings for usefulness of the  evaluation 

as such, as well as for professionalism during the  evaluation. 

The rating of usefulness was not correlated to whether 

neuropsychological testing or collateral interview had been 

performed.

The patients’ ratings of any positive changes in their 

lives resulting from the evaluation were moderate. Rather 

surprisingly, ADHD and ASD patients found that the 

 evaluation had brought more of a negative change than the 

‘no new diagnosis’ group, although this difference was non-

significant. The stigma attached to most psychiatric diagnoses 

may be one reason for this experience. Only the ASD group 

reported any extent of getting the help they had expected.

Across the three groups, those respondents (n = 30) 

who had income from work were significantly more satis-

fied with their income, their occupation, and with their 

total life situation than those who had other means of 

maintenance (most commonly sick leave or pension). To 

the contrary, persons living independently (n = 78) did not 

rate their satisfaction with their housing or with their life 

 situation at follow-up significantly higher than those who 

had other types of accommodation. The data on alcohol 

and/or  substance dependence/abuse are merely anamnestic, 

but it is an intriguing side finding that patients with ASD 

appeared to have very low rates. Possibly, the use of alcohol 

or street drugs is more uncommon in ASD patients than 

in the general population, as has been shown for nicotine  

consumption.40

The SOs of the two diagnosed groups rated their emo-

tional and practical burden as moderate. Since the study 

did not include a healthy comparison group, it can only be 

speculated that similar ratings made by SOs of normal adults 

would be significantly lower.

From this study, it cannot be concluded whether or not it 

is clearly beneficial, in the person’s or SO’s own opinions or 

as reflected in changes in life circumstances in the first years 

after diagnosis, for an adult individual to get a diagnosis of 

ADHD or ASD. The satisfaction with postdiagnostic services 

was highest in the ASD group. However, the diagnostic 

 procedure with a detailed developmental  history,  involvement 

of SO, assessment by two professionals (psychiatrist and 

 psychologist), and time taken to, if possible, arrive at diag-

nostic consensus with the patient appeared to have been 

appreciated by ADHD and ASD patients. Moreover, the group 

that did not get any new diagnosis had a favorable opinion 

of the procedure, which can be used for diagnosing other 

disorders than ADHD, ASD, or TS, as well as for getting a 

more complete picture and better understanding of many 

psychiatric patients, regardless of suspected or established  

diagnosis.
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